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Research on long-distance vocal communication in mammals has tended to focus on the maximum
distances over which a vocal signal might be physically detectable. For example, because elephants and
some whales communicate using infrasonic calls, and low frequencies are particularly resilient to
attenuation, it has often been assumed that these species can communicate over very long distances.
However, a wide range of acoustic characteristics typically carry information on individual identity in
mammalian calls, and frequency components crucial for social recognition could be distorted or lost as
distance from the source increases. We used long-distance playback experiments to show that female
African elephants, Loxodonta africana, can recognize a contact call as belonging to a family or bond group
member over distances of 2.5 km, but that recognition is more usually achieved over distances of
1–1.5 km. We analysed female contact calls to distinguish source- and filter-related vocal characteristics
that have the potential to code individual identity, and rerecorded contact calls 0.5–3.0 km from the
loudspeaker to determine how different frequencies persist with distance. Our analyses suggest that the
most important frequency components for long-distance communication of social identity may be well
above the infrasonic range. When frequency components around 115 Hz become immersed in back-
ground noise, once propagation distances exceed 1 km, abilities for long-distance social recognition
become limited. Our results indicate that the possession of an unusually long vocal filter, which appears
to incorporate the trunk, may be a more important attribute for long-distance signalling in female African
elephants than the ability to produce infrasound.

 2003 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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It has commonly been assumed that the maximum
distances over which a species can use an acoustic signal
to communicate are equivalent to the distances over
which components of that signal are physically detect-
able. For example, because African and Asian elephants
(Loxodonta africana and Elephus maximus, respectively)
and some whales (e.g. Balaenoptera physalus) have calls
with infrasonic fundamental frequencies (less than
30 Hz), it has been suggested that these species can
communicate over very long distances (e.g. Payne &
Webb 1971; Payne et al. 1986; Garstang et al. 1995).
However, although it is theoretically possible that funda-
mental frequencies in the infrasonic range may still be
detectable at large distances from the caller because of the
unusual resilience of such low frequencies to attenuation,
it is unsafe to conclude that socially relevant information
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could still be extracted from calls by conspecifics at these
distances. In mammalian calls, a wide range of acoustic
characteristics typically carry information on individual
identity, and frequency components that may be crucial
in social recognition could be distorted or lost as distance
from the source increases.

Langbauer et al. (1991) obtained responses to playback
indicating that female African elephants could detect a
variety of infrasonic calls at 1.2 km from the source;
males were able to detect the calls at 2 km from the
source. Because playback volumes were lower than the
maximum sound pressure levels at which some of these
calls had been recorded in the wild, the authors extrapo-
lated from their data to conclude that elephants could
communicate over distances of at least 4 km. Others
(Garstang et al. 1995; Larom et al. 1997a, b) have since
used computer modelling based on this estimate to
predict that, under optimum atmospheric conditions,
elephants could communicate over distances in excess of
10 km. None of the above studies considered whether
socially relevant information can be extracted from
imal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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calls by other elephants at the proposed transmission
distances.

Female African elephants are more vocal than males
and communicate using a variety of low-frequency calls
(Poole 1995). Although these calls often have infrasonic
fundamental frequencies and are referred to as ‘infra-
sonic’, harmonics of the fundamental usually extend well
into the audible range. In the case of the contact call,
which is the low-frequency call most regularly used by
females for long-distance communication with social
companions, sound energy is often present up to fre-
quencies of at least 1 kHz (K. McComb & D. Reby,
personal observation). Previous studies have not con-
sidered the potential importance of noninfrasonic
frequencies in coding individual identity and social
meaning, nor have they given due consideration to
whether elephant hearing could, over long distances,
readily extract information contained in an infrasonic
fundamental frequency contour alone.

In earlier playback experiments, we showed that adult
female African elephants in Amboseli National Park,
Kenya, are familiar with the contact calls of about 100
other females in the population (McComb et al. 2000).
The primary social unit in these elephants is the female
family unit, composed of adult females that are usually
matrilineal relatives and their immature offspring. Close
social ties also exist within bond groups, which are made
up of family units that associate often and greet one
another when they meet (Moss & Poole 1983). Females
can distinguish the calls of female family and bond group
members from females outside these categories, and
beyond this, they discriminate between the calls of other
families based on how frequently the females encounter
them (McComb et al. 2000, 2001). In response to play-
back of the calls of family or bond group members,
listening females typically give a distinctive reaction
characterized by contact calling and/or approaches to the
area from which the call came (McComb et al. 2000). In
contrast, on hearing playbacks of calls from families
outside these categories, females either listen and remain
relaxed if they have associated frequently with the caller,
or bunch into defensive formation if they have encoun-
tered the caller only rarely, but they do not call back or
approach the loudspeaker (McComb et al. 2000, 2001).

To investigate the distances over which social recogni-
tion is possible, it is necessary to identify a diagnostic
response that shows that subjects have not only detected
the call but also categorized the social identity of the
caller. To do this, we used the distinctive calling/
approach response described above, which is given when
subjects have identified a call as belonging to a family or
bond group member (McComb et al. 2000). In the present
study, calls of family and bond group members were
played to subjects from successively closer distances until
this recognition response was obtained. Then, to investi-
gate the basis for this social recognition mechanism, we
used acoustic analyses based on source-filter theory to
identify vocal features that have the potential to advertise
individual identity in female contact calls. Finally, to
examine how different frequency components in the
calls degrade with distance, we rerecorded contact calls
at distances from a loudspeaker of 3.0–0.5 km and
quantified levels of degradation.
METHODS
Study Population

Fieldwork was conducted in Amboseli National Park,
Kenya, where data on life histories and association
patterns have been obtained for more than 1700 individ-
ual elephants over 28 years by the Amboseli Elephant
Research Project (Moss & Poole 1983; Moss 1996). The
park encompasses 390 km2 and covers a varied ecosystem
including open grassland sparsely scattered with Acacia
trees, dense patches of palms, permanent and semi-
permanent areas of swamp and the seasonally flooded
bed of lake Amboseli (see e.g. Moss & Poole 1983). All
adult individuals in the population are recognized from a
combination of natural features, particularly patterns of
tears, holes and veins in the ears, and ear and tusk size
and shape (Moss 1996).
Sound Recording and Playback Equipment

Contact calls were recorded on digital audiotape using
equipment specialized for low-frequency recording: a
Sennheiser MKH 110 microphone linked to either a Sony
TCD D10 DAT recorder (with DC modification) or HHb
PortaDAT PDR 1000 DAT recorder, through an Audio
Engineering Ltd power supply (which incorporated a
5-Hz high-pass filter). With this equipment, the fre-
quency response for recording was flat (�1 dB) down to
at least 10 Hz. The system for playback was composed of
a custom-built sixth-order bass box loudspeaker with two
sound ports (Aylestone Ltd, Cambridge, U.K.) linked to
either a Kenwood KAC PS 400M, Kenwood KAC923 or
Kicker Impulse 1252 xi power amplifier and a HHb
PortaDAT PDR 1000 DAT or Sony TCD D10 recorder (with
DC modification), to give a lower frequency limit of
10 Hz and a playback response that was flat �4 dB from
ca. 15 Hz on one sound port and ca. 20 Hz on the other.
Social Recognition Distances

Playbacks were conducted between June 1993 and
January 2000. All contact calls used as playback stimuli
had been recorded from adult female elephants (at least
11 years old), at distances of less than 30 m from the
caller and in conditions of low air turbulence (see also
McComb et al. 2000, 2001). In each playback, a single
contact call was played at peak sound pressure levels of
107�3 dB at 1 m (measured with a CEL-414/3 sound
level meter, C weighting), to represent a call given at high
volume (McComb et al. 2000, 2001). Playbacks were
given only when the female whose call was played was
not found within 2 km of the subjects and when subjects
were within their home range.
Playback protocol
Playback experiments were conducted using two

vehicles that were in radio contact. A researcher in one
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vehicle played the calls and used an odometer to measure
the distance from the subjects, moving first to the maxi-
mum distance at which calls were to be played, then
backtracking to successively closer positions (see below).
During playback, the vehicle was positioned with its axis
on a direct line to the elephants, and recorded vocaliz-
ations were played through the rear door, which
pointed in the direction of the subjects. Observers in the
second vehicle were positioned next to the subjects and
monitored their response. Records were kept in the two
vehicles on the timing of playback and subject responses,
using clocks that had been synchronized immediately
before the playback session.
Playback responses
Responses to playback were observed through

binoculars and recorded on videotape or in written notes.
From a range of behaviours monitored during earlier
playback experiments (McComb 1996; McComb et al.
2000, 2001), we used the behaviours listed below to
classify subjects’ reactions. Although we did not use a
blind observer protocol in these experiments, the key
behaviours used to classify a response were unambiguous.
Contact calling and approach were diagnostic responses
that indicated whether a playback call had been
categorized as belonging to a family or bond group
member. The other behavioural responses provided
contextual information on whether the call had been
detected; two of these, bunching and avoidance,
also provided an indication that the caller had been
categorized as an infrequent associate (McComb et al.
2000, 2001).
Indicative of call detection. (1) Listening: any subject
holds ears in a stiff extended position. (2) Smelling: any
subject uses the tip of its trunk to smell, in lowered,
middle, or raised position. (3) Streaming: any subject
produces new secretion from the temporal glands, visible
as a dark moist spot that was not present before playback.
Indicative that caller was categorized as infrequent
associate. (1) Bunching: subjects bunch together into
defensive formation so that the diameter (estimated in
terms of elephant body lengths of the whole group, or of
constituent subgroups), decreases. (2) Avoidance: subjects
change direction to walk continuously away from the
loudspeaker.
Indicative that caller from family or bond group
discriminated. (1) Contact calling: any subject gives a
contact call, usually preceded and followed by periods of
listening. (2) Approach: subjects move towards the loud-
speaker, often smelling the ground and air as they do so.
Experimental trials
We first played to subjects the contact call of a family or

bond group member from a long distance away, then
from successively closer distances. This allowed us to
calculate social recognition distance as the distance at
which the subjects first gave the diagnostic response of
contact calling and/or approach; when this occurred we
terminated the experiment. This protocol of moving
successively closer to the subjects during the experimen-
tal series rather than further away from them avoided
potential effects of habituation leading to an under-
estimate of social recognition distance. Furthermore,
because exposure to the call from the greatest playback
distances will constitute the weakest signal, this method
also reduced possible overall effects of habituation.

Experimental trials could be performed only when a
family of subjects was inside its range and without a
family or bond group member whose contact call we had
in our library of recordings. This situation arose only
rarely, particularly between 1997 and 2000 when adult
females spent most of their time with other family mem-
bers. If a particular female was missing from a family or
bond group under these conditions, and we had a record-
ing of her contact call, the appropriate call was played
first at 2.0 km (first four experimental trials) or 2.5 km
(last three experimental trials) from subjects, then at
successively closer intervals of 1.0 or 0.5 km (Table 1)
until a response of either approach towards the loud-
speaker or contact calling occurred within 3 min of play-
back. Once this diagnostic response had been obtained,
the playback trial was terminated.
Control trials
We had established earlier, with playback distances of

100 m, that subjects typically contact-call in response to
playbacks only when they categorize the playback stimu-
lus as belonging to a family or bond group member
(McComb et al. 2000). It remained possible that, over
longer distances, such a response could be given to a call
not because social recognition had taken place, but
because it was so indistinct that the identity of the caller
remained unknown. We conducted control trials to
ensure that false positive responses were not given to the
calls of strangers (individuals outside the family or bond
group) when these were played from long distances. In
these trials, playbacks of the type described for the exper-
imental trials were given to subjects who were not from
the same family or bond group as the caller. In these
cases, the call was played first at 2.5 km from the subjects,
then at successively closer intervals of 0.5 km until we
were 0.5 km from the subjects (Table 2).

We conducted all playback trials between the hours of
0700 and 1300 hours.
Sample sizes and statistical analyses
Seven series of playbacks of family/bond group

members’ calls were given to seven independent groups
of subjects. We used the calls of six adult females (Echo,
Esme, Kleo, Kora, Remedios, Ysolde) as playback stimuli.
One call was used twice because it represented a family
member’s call to one group of subjects and a bond group
member’s call to another. We defined social recognition
distance in each of these experimental series as the
distance at which the subjects first gave the diagnostic
response to playback (calling and/or approach). In con-
trol trials, we used these same six calls, and again gave
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seven series of playbacks to seven independent groups of
subjects. We compared the occurrence of the diagnostic
response in the experimental trials to that in the control
trials in two ways. A two-tailed Fisher’s exact test was
used to test the 2�2 table categorizing whether the 14
independent groups of subjects gave the diagnostic
response at any stage during playback trials in relation to
whether the caller was or was not a family member.
Although the same stimuli were played to subjects in the
experimental and control trials, they represent different
treatments because in the experimental trials these callers
were from the same family/bond group as the subjects,
and in the control trials they were not. By using the same
stimuli in experimental and control trials we controlled
for idiosyncrasies in the playback stimuli, over and above
the differences in the category of caller that the stimuli
represented to the subjects, which might have con-
tributed to differences in the response. We also used a
two-tailed binomial test to calculate the probability of
obtaining a positive outcome by chance for all six play-
back stimuli. A positive outcome would involve obtaining
a calling/approach response when the playback stimulus
represented a family/bond group member and an absence
of this response when it did not.
Acoustic Cues to Individual Identity

Recordings of 99 different contact calls from 13 adult
females were used to examine individual variation in
contact call characteristics. Calls were transferred from
DAT tapes to the hard disk of a Power PC Macintosh
computer using the S/PDIF digital input of an
Audiomedia III sound card (48 kHz sampling rate). Digital
files were then downsampled to 11.1 kHz and saved in
AIFF format (16 bits amplitude resolution). After low-pass
filtering, sound files were downsampled to 0.551 kHz,
and narrow-band spectrograms (FFT size=512, overlap=
50%, filter bandwidth=8.74 Hz, frequency grid
resolution=1.077 Hz) of each call were edited and saved
using Canary 1.2.4 software (Chariff 1995).
Voice production
A voiced sound is the product of a source signal

(generated by vibration of the vocal folds in the larynx)
that is subsequently filtered in the cavities of the vocal
tract (Fant 1960). The source signal, typically a quasi-
periodical wave with a fundamental frequency (F0) and
integer multiple harmonics, determines the pitch of the
vocalization (Fig. 1). Before radiating through the mouth
and nostrils into the environment, the source signal
passes through the supralaryngeal vocal tract. Because
the vocal tract is effectively a tube of air with natural
resonances, it selectively amplifies certain frequencies in
the source spectrum. This filtering process thus shapes
the spectral envelope of the signal, producing peaks
called formants (Fant 1960; Fig. 1). Since characteristics of
vocalizations that arise from inherent properties of the
filter can vary independently from those that arise from
the source, either or both may provide receivers with
important information.
We selected characteristics of contact calls for analysis
that would reflect acoustic differences generated by both
the source and the filter. Source- (fundamental fre-
quency) and filter- (formants) related acoustic features
were extracted using PRAAT 3.9.27 DSP package (P.
Boersma & D. Weenink, University of Amsterdam, The
Netherlands).
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Figure 1. Waveform and spectrogram of a female contact call
(individual=Esme), showing the fundamental frequency (F0) and
harmonics, and the position of the first four formants (F1–F4).
Frequency bandwidth: 8.74 Hz; FFT size: 1024 points; overlap: 50%.
Extraction of source-related features
To characterize the source, we measured a number of

features from the fundamental frequency contour. An
autocorrelation (To pitch (cc) command) algorithm was
first used to produce time-varying numerical representa-
tions of the fundamental frequency. The time step in the
analysis was set at 0.1 s. To prevent octave errors, the
expected F0 range was set for each call after a visual
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Figure 2. Illustration of how the main source variables and filter variables were measured. Source variables: (a) the first 80 Hz of a contact call
spectrogram with the fundamental frequency (F0) and the first two harmonics; (b) numerical representation of the fundamental frequency
contour (the first two harmonics are extrapolated as integers of the fundamental frequency). (c) Filter variables: overall frequency spectrum
of a contact call with linear predictive coding smoothing superimposed. Centre frequencies for formant values are shown.
assessment of fundamental frequency variation in the call
using narrow bandwidth spectrographic analysis in
Canary. The contour of the fundamental frequency was
inferred from onscreen spectrographic examination of
the harmonics of the fundamental, thereby excluding
any underestimation of the minimum values of F0
caused by a possible attenuation of the frequency com-
ponents close to the roll-off frequency range of our
equipment or by background noise. Typical preset values
for the analysis were: 7 Hz (F0 min), 30 Hz (F0 max). The
time window in the frequency analysis was variable and
was automatically imposed by the preset lower limit for
fundamental frequency. The output numerical represen-
tations of the frequency contour were transferred to
Microsoft Excel to derive the following measurements
(Fig. 2a).
(1) Minimum, mean and maximum fundamental
frequency in the call (minF0, meanF0 and maxF0,
respectively). Where minF0 was close to the roll-off
frequency for our equipment, this would not have
affected the outcome of the F0 analysis, which com-
putes F0 values on the basis of the general pattern of
harmonicity rather than extracting them only from the
F0 contour.

(2) Number of inflection points in the fundamental
frequency contour, calculated as the average number of
inflexions in the fundamental frequency contour (Inflex).
The number of inflections was the number of changes in
the sign of the derivative (slope) of the fundamental
frequency contour, after a three-point average smoothing
filter was run to remove rapid variations caused by jitter
or analysis imprecision.
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(3) The cumulative variation in the fundamental fre-
quency contour during the call, calculated as the sum
of the absolute value of the fundamental frequency
derivative (Sumvar):

where �n is the frequency at point n.
(4) The percentage of the call duration that had elapsed

when max F0 was reached (%Elapsed).
(5) Call duration (Duration).
Extraction of filter-related features
Characterizing the filter proved more difficult, because

the absence of knowledge of the functional anatomy of
the elephant vocal tract made a priori hypotheses about
the possible range of formant frequencies speculative.
Using narrow-band spectrograms, we identified potential
formant regions encompassing several harmonics in the
lower part of the call spectrum. We used an approach
based on linear predictive coding (LPC; Markel & Gray
1976) to characterize the five formant peaks present in
the first 275.5 Hz of the call spectrum. An overall
spectrum of the call was calculated with the ‘To
Spectrum’ command in PRAAT and an ‘LPC smoothing’
algorithm was then applied to yield values for the first
five potential peaks in the 0–275.5 Hz range (Fig. 2b). The
frequency values for these peaks (F1–F5) were extracted
with the ‘To Formant’ command (number of form-
ants=5). Since only the first two peaks (F1, F2) were
consistently present in calls, we decided to use only these
and to omit F3, F4 and F5 from the analyses.
Discriminant analyses
The importance of source- and filter-related variables in

coding individual identity was examined with a stepwise
discriminant function analysis DFA (individuals=calls,
groups=caller). Three DFAs were carried out, one using
source-related variables only, one using filter-related
variables only, and one using all available variables.

In all three cases, we tested call membership with both
resubstitution and crossvalidation procedures. In the
resubstitution procedure, all the calls in the data set are
used to build a single model, which is then used to test to
which group these calls belonged (in our case, group
membership is the identity of the individual that gives
the call). This method characterizes the ability of the
model to ‘recognize’ the group membership of the calls.
In the crossvalidation, ‘all-but-one’ or ‘leave-one-out’
procedure, a different model is built for each call in the
data set, using all the calls except the one that is being
tested. This procedure is more conservative, and charac-
terizes the ability of the model to predict group member-
ship. The results of the discriminant analyses were
expressed as percentages of correct classification. Because
some calls (15%) had no value for F1, F2 or both, they
were automatically deleted for the calculation of the
discriminant functions that involved filter-related
variables.
Attenuation of Spectral Components with
Distance

To examine how the spectral structure of contact calls
degrades with distance from the caller, we played back
calls from five of the six original adult females (Echo,
Esme, Kleo, Remedios, Ysolde) and simultaneously
rerecorded them at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3 km away.
All rerecording sessions were conducted between 0700
and 1300, on days when wind speed was low (up to
7 mph). Rerecordings of some or all the five calls were
made on four dates: 6 May 1996 (3/5 calls), 2 August 1996
(4/5 calls), 27 July 1999 (5/5 calls) and 24 January 2000
(5/5 calls). Of these dates, July 1999 provided the clearest
rerecordings, and rerecordings of contact calls from all
five adult females made at this time were analysed and
form the basis of the results. Rerecordings of one of these
adult female contact calls (from Ysolde) were also exam-
ined across the rerecording sessions on all four dates to
ensure that observed patterns of call degradation were
consistent across recording sessions.

Calls recorded at each rerecording distance were first
digitized using the methods previously described, and
narrow-band spectrograms (FFT size=512 overlap=50%,
filter bandwidth=8.74 Hz, frequency grid resolution=
1.077 Hz) of each call were edited and saved using Canary
1.2.4 software (Chariff 1995). We used these spectrograms
to assess visually how the different frequency com-
ponents in the call degraded with distance. To quantify
this degradation accurately, we then computed a long-
term average spectrum (LTAS) of the call, depicting the
energy distribution in the frequency domain, averaged on
the duration of the call (frequency analysis window of
15 Hz), yielding 27 quantitative variables (H1–H27) each
depicting the amplitude (dB) of 15-Hz frequency slices
(H1: 0–15 Hz; H2: 15–30 Hz to H27: 390–405 Hz). We
then calculated the LTAS of a segment of background
noise immediately preceding or following the call. We
subtracted the LTAS of the noise segment from the LTAS
of the call to calculate the ratio of the level of the call plus
background noise to that of background noise alone (Call
to Background Noise ratio) across frequencies at each
distance. This information was used to model the attenu-
ation of the lower frequency components with distance
in two forms: (1) plots of Call to Background Noise ratio
across frequencies at each distance from each of the five
adult females rerecorded in July 1999; (2) a plot of Call to
Background Noise ratio across frequencies at each
distance for one female (Ysolde) averaged over the
May 1996, August 1996, July 1999 and January 2000
rerecording sessions.
RESULTS
Social Recognition Distance

In the playbacks of family/bond group members
(Table 1), the range of distances at which the diagnostic
social recognition response (contact calling and/or
approach loudspeaker) was given was 2.5–0.5 km
(X�SD=1.21�0.64 km: modal distance=1 km). The
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subjects typically showed signs of detecting the call (as
indicated by listening, smelling or streaming) from dis-
tances of 2 and 2.5 km but did not respond as though it
came from a family member until playback distances had
narrowed to 1.0 or 1.5 km. The control trials confirmed
that subjects did not give false positive responses to calls
that were not from members of their own family or bond
group, regardless of the distance from which we played
them (Fisher’s exact test: N=14, P=0.0006; binomial test:
N=6, P=0.031; Tables 1, 2; see also McComb et al. 2000).
The occurrence of bunching and avoidance reactions at
distances of 1.0 and 0.5 km in these trials (Table 2) was
consistent with the calls of infrequent associates
(McComb et al. 2000, 2001) having been identified over
these distances.
Individual Identity in Contact Calls

For each of the acoustic parameters in the 99 contact
calls that we acoustically analysed, the means differed
significantly between individuals (groups in the discrimi-
nant function analysis below; Table 3, Fig. 3). Using all
available variables, 77.4% of the 84 calls (53.6% in the
more conservative crossvalidation method) were correctly
attributed to callers. Using source-related variables only
(meanF0, maxF0, minF0, Inflex, SumVar, %Elapsed and
Duration), 65.7% of calls (N=99) were correctly classified
(43.4% with crossvalidation). Using filter-related vari-
ables only (F1, F2), we found that the percentages of
correctly assigned calls (N=84) dropped to 40.5% (33.3%
with crossvalidation).
Attenuation of Calls with Distance

An example of how a single contact call degrades with
distance is shown in Fig. 4. The variation in the Call to
Background Noise ratio with frequency for each rerecord-
ing distance, for each of the five individuals in the July
1999 session, shows that the frequency peaks in the
115-Hz region (F2) are most prominent and have the
highest persistent with distance, decaying at a lower rate
than other frequency peaks as distance increases (Fig. 5).
When the long-term average spectra for one individual
(Ysolde) at each rerecording distance are averaged across
all four rerecording sessions, the frequency peaks in
the 115-Hz region are again the most prominent and
persistent (Fig. 6).
Table 3. Tests of equality of group means between individuals for each source and filter variable used in the
discriminant function analysis

Range ANOVA

Mean Minimum Maximum
Wilk’s

lambda F P

MeanF0 16.8 11.8 24.4 0.366 10.230 <0.001
MaxF0 19.1 13.6 26.5 0.418 8.253 <0.001
MinF0 13.1 7.3 20.0 0.401 8.835 <0.001
Duration 5.0 2.1 8.2 0.413 8.416 <0.001
Inflex 4.4 1.0 14.0 0.560 4.655 <0.001
Sumvar 14.5 5.2 29.9 0.560 4.656 <0.001
Elapsed 0.38 0.12 0.72 0.667 2.952 <0.002
F1 35.1 20.4 53.9 0.453 7.142 <0.001
F2 114.1 87.1 157.4 0.417 8.279 <0.001

See text for definitions of variables.
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Figure 3. Separation of contact calls from 13 adult females based on
the first two canonical discriminant functions in the analysis that
includes both source and filter acoustic variables.
DISCUSSION

Long-distance playback experiments indicated that social
recognition on the basis of call characteristics in our
study population of African elephants was possible over
distances of up to 2.5 km, but was more usually achieved
around 1 km from the playback loudspeaker. Usually
subjects listened when the contact calls of family or
bond group members were presented from the furthest
distances, indicating that they had detected the call.
Typically, however, only when the playback distance had
narrowed to 1 km did they respond by calling back and
approaching in the direction of the loudspeaker, indicat-
ing that they had identified the caller as belonging to a
family or bond group member. Observations of family
members that became separated and used contact calls to
relocate each other suggest that females put more, rather
than less, effort into calling when distances between
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Figure 4. Spectrograms showing change in a contact call from one individual (Esme) with distance: (a) original call; (b) rerecording at 0.5 km;
(c) rerecording at 1.0 km; (d) rerecording at 1.5 km; (e) rerecording at 2.0 km; (f) rerecording at 2.5 km.
Figure 5. Attenuation curves for calls from five individuals showing variation in call-to-background noise ratio with frequency for each
rerecording distance (0.5–0.3 km). Missing values for particular distances reflect situations where calls were not detectable in the rerecording.
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Figure 6. Attenuation curve for calls from one individual (Ysolde) averaged across four different rerecording sessions showing variation in
call-to-background noise ratio with frequency for each rerecording distance (0.5–3 km).
them are large (Poole et al. 1988; K. McComb, personal
observation). We therefore consider it unlikely that
subjects recognized the family or bond group member at
the distance at which they gave their first listening
response, but did not respond because they were waiting
for the individual to come closer. In the control trials,
where calls played were not from family or bond group
members, bunching and avoidance responses indicating
that the caller had been categorized as an infrequent
associate were obtained at 1 km or less.

Acoustic analyses indicated that all nine acoustic
features that we analysed were important for distinguish-
ing individual calls, including variables related both to
vocal fold vibration (source-related variables) and to vocal
tract resonances (filter-related variables or formants). The
range of vocal variation encompassed by the rate at
which the vocal folds vibrate, and the modulation of this
rate as the call progresses, potentially provides a rich
source of interindividual variation. The centre fre-
quencies of the formants might be expected to be less
reliable in assigning identity, because they depend on the
size and posture of the caller, and different individuals
may overlap in these respects (Reby & McComb, in press).
Furthermore, while the detailed patterning of a set of
formants can provide information on individual identity
by reflecting idiosyncrasies in vocal tract shape (e.g.
Rendall et al. 1998), this information is more likely to be
important for short- and medium-range communica-
tion. When female elephants communicate over long
distances, the complex pattern of formant frequencies
(centre frequencies and bandwidths) is likely to be
dramatically altered by attenuation effects that will not
be constant across the frequency domain. As a conse-
quence of this distortion of the spectral envelope, result-
ing in the reduction of formant bandwidths and
ultimately in the loss of certain formants, the ability of
the formant frequencies to carry information on indi-
vidual identity over long distances is likely to be
severely reduced, as was confirmed by our rerecording
measurements.

The average spacing of formant frequencies can provide
information on the length of the vocal tract in mammals
(Fitch 1997; Reby & McComb, in press). Based on the
frequencies of the first four formants, and assuming a
vocal tract that is a uniform tube closed at the larynx and
open at the radiating end (Reby & McComb, in press),
average formant spacing in our analyses is 62.4 Hz. Based
on the physical relationship between formant spacing,
sound velocity and vocal tract length (Fant 1960; Fitch
1997), this would predict an unusually long vocal tract
length for female elephants. Assuming that sound vel-
ocity in the vocal tract is 350 m/s (Titze 1994), a formant
spacing of 62.4 Hz would predict a vocal tract length of
ca. 2.8 m, suggesting that the trunk and possibly a
pharyngeal cavity (resulting from a mobile larynx which
may be pulled downwards; Gasc 1967; Shoshani 1998)
interconnect to form an extended filter. The exception-
ally low resonance frequencies resulting from this very
long filter accentuate the lower harmonics in the
spectrum of the female contact call and are undoubtedly
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important in facilitating long-distance communication of
social identity.

Our analyses of rerecordings suggest an acoustic basis
for the loss of social identity cues at the furthest play-
back distances. These pinpoint a particular vocal tract
resonance (F2, the second formant), spanning several
harmonics and centred around 115 Hz, that is prominent
and persistent, decaying at a lower rate with increasing
distance than frequency components below and above it.
In our rerecordings, this F2 band of energy dropped to the
level of background noise between 1.5 and 3.0 km from
the source. The specific distance at which this happened
is likely to have been a function of acoustic characteristics
of the individual’s call and also of the particular wind and
atmospheric conditions that prevailed at the instant of
rerecording. Given that information on the fundamental
frequency contour can be extracted from its harmonics
(Houtsma 1995), the second formant highlights several
prominent harmonics from which individually specific
information about fundamental frequency modulation
could be derived by extrapolation. Harmonics in the
115-Hz area may experience less interference from wind
noise than the fundamental frequency contour itself or
harmonics in the region of the first formant.

The hearing sensitivity of African elephants has not
been measured directly, but data exist on hearing in Asian
elephants (Heffner & Heffner 1980, 1982). The results of
these studies suggest that, although Asian elephants have
a lower low-frequency hearing threshold than other
mammals (measured as 17 Hz at 60 dB; Heffner & Heffner
1982), they are considerably less sensitive to frequencies
below 100 Hz than to those between 100 Hz and 5 kHz
(Heffner & Heffner 1982). The hearing curve itself, there-
fore, provides some indication that elephants may be
better adapted for extracting frequency characteristics in
the 115-Hz region (F2) than those in the lower part of the
contact call spectrum.

Although the volumes at which we broadcast vocaliz-
ations are typical of loud contact calls, they are lower
than the maximum volume at which contact calls have
been reported (Poole et al. 1988). Because of this, we
recognize that louder calling, during extreme social
excitement, may facilitate larger recognition distances
than those described here. Furthermore, there has been
recent interest in the possibility that elephant acoustic
signals might be transmitted through seismic as well as
airborne waves (O’Connell et al. 1997; O’Connell-
Rodwell et al. 2000) and that elephants have the potential
to sense ground vibrations through bone conduction
(Reuter et al. 1998) and mechanoreception (O’Connell et
al. 1998). Although it is unknown whether elephants can
extract information on individual identity from such
waves, the possibility remains that seismic communi-
cation may reinforce or extend the distances over which
call recognition takes place.

In conclusion, the most important frequency compo-
nents for airborne long-distance communication of social
identity in African elephants may be well above the
infrasonic range. Our results indicate that, when these
components become immersed in background noise
at propagation distances above 1 km, abilities for
long-distance social recognition become limited. Social
recognition distances are still considerable, reaching a
maximum of 2.5 km in our experiments. Information
about the fundamental frequency contour may be the key
characteristic used to discern identity, but is likely to be
extracted from harmonics in the 115-Hz region. Given
that the transmission properties of long-distance calls and
the hearing abilities of receivers are such that frequencies
around 100 Hz seem to be more important than fre-
quencies below 30 Hz, elephants may produce fundamen-
tal frequencies in the infrasonic range simply because of
their large size (and vocal folds) rather than as an evolved
mechanism for long-distance communication. The appar-
ent incorporation of the trunk into the vocal filter,
enabling elephants to emphasize low but audible fre-
quencies in the call spectrum, may be more important for
facilitating successful communication over long dis-
tances. Our results emphasize that it is unsafe to speculate
on the distances over which social communication can
take place without identifying which signal characteris-
tics are important in coding the relevant social informa-
tion, how these decay with distance from the signaller,
and directly testing how degradation of the signal with
distance affects the perceptual performance of the study
animals involved.
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